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In reply to a critique of the episodic/semantic distinction (McKoon, Ratcliff, & Dell, 1986), Tulving
(1986) argues that the usual rules for testing theories do not apply to the classification of phenomena
with respect to memory systems. But we respond that the classification methods proposed by Tulving
(1986) may be detrimental to the advancement of theory and that whole domains of inquiry should
not be excluded from the usual criteria of experimental psychology.

In a review of recent research and theoretical proposals con-
cerned with the semantic/episodic distinction, McKoon, Ratcliff,
and Dell (1986) came to the conclusion that the empirical and
neuropsychological evidence cited by Tulving (1983, 1984) to
support the distinction is weak and, further, that it will not be
possible to support the distinction unless a specific theory is
developed. In reply, Tulving (1986) declined to defend his pre-
vious arguments, and suggested that a new approach is needed
to the problem. He proposed that the distinction should be val-
idated not by its success according to the hypothetico-deductive
method of testing theories but rather by its usefulness as a scheme
for classifying various kinds of phenomena.

In response to Tulving's proposal, we make several points.
First, we argue that the classification approach is not guaranteed
to succeed, and in fact, that it has shown few signs of success
with respect to the episodic/semantic distinction. Second, we
claim that the application of an episodic/semantic classification
scheme to neuropsychological evidence, as proposed by Tulving
(1986), itself will assume some particular episodic/semantic the-
ory. Finally, we express our disagreement with the pessimistic
view of cognitive psychology implied in Tulving's (1986) article.

In some fields, as Tulving (1986) mentions, a classification
approach has proved useful and, in general, we agree that multiple
approaches are worthwhile. But in some domains, tho classifi-
cation approach has been detrimental. For example, Chomsky
(1968) criticized structural linguistics: "It was a failure because
such techniques [segmentation and classification] are at best
limited to the phenomena of surface structure and cannot,
therefore, reveal the mechanisms that underlie the creative aspect
of language use and the expression of semantic content" (p. 19).
Chomsky also noted that structural linguistics did provide an
empirical base and a focus on questions of interest. But in cog-
nitive psychology, there already exists a data base, and many
questions of interest have already been identified. Thus, Chom-
sky's criticisms should be taken as a warning that the classification
approach advocated by Tulving is not guaranteed to lead to new
progress and insights and may actually hinder progress.
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Another warning comes from examination of the history of
the episodic/semantic distinction in cognitive psychology. Tulving
concedes that the evidence favoring the distinction is not strong
(1986, p. 308). We want to point out that the evidence is just as
weak whether examined from the point of view of testing the
distinction as a theory or as a classification scheme. Whichever
way the distinction is viewed, the years of research since 1972
have not come close to providing a convincing body of evidence.
Furthermore, the fact that the evidence appears just as weak
from either viewpoint suggests that the two viewpoints are not
really so different. If McKoon et at. (1986) did indeed make a
"category mistake" in viewing the distinction as a testable theory
(Tulving, 1986), then it was a mistake of small consequence in
examining past episodic/semantic research.

The weakness of the evidence stands in contrast to the evidence
that could be accumulated with respect to the analogical dis-
tinction suggested by Tulving (1986) between the visual and au-
ditory systems. A scientist on a far away world would be able to
accumulate a great deal of evidence to support the visual/auditory
distinction. The physical separation of the physiological mech-
anisms would lead to informal observations of different kinds
of neural damage on different kinds of behaviors. Simple theories
could be developed to predict and understand experimental dis-
sociations, and once these were successful at predicting nonob-
vious outcomes, the bandwagon would begin to roll. More com-
plete theories about the operations of the two mechanisms would
begin to guide experimental work and to uncover relationships
among sets of data that were not otherwise apparent (Estes, 1975,
p. 271). It is probably the success of this theoretical stage that
would convince the scientific community of the validity of the
distinction. We believe that such success could be achieved in
an amount of time equivalent to the 12 to 14 years of research
that has been spent on the semantic/episodic distinction. Of
course, research does not ever proceed in the idealized, orderly
manner just described so optimistically; accidents, false starts,
and incorrect theories would all have their impact. But once
some simple version of a correct theory was discovered, then
grant funding and, eventually, a consensus among researchers
would follow.

Tulving (1986) suggests that much of the future evidence to
support the episodic/semantic classification will come from neu-
ropsychological observations. The problem with these observa-
tions is that they themselves are dependent on theoretical inter-
pretation. For example, clinical intuition is involved in deciding
exactly what it is that a particular patient cannot do. Diagnoses
based on test results may depend on the specific battery of tests
that is chosen, a choice that must be based on theoretical issues.
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Also, neuropsychological evidence is quite variable; patterns of
symptoms vary among patients supposedly having the same dis-
order, and the criteria used to classify them must be theoretically
based.

Extrapolation of Tulving's (1986) arguments for the necessity
of neurological evidence presents a pessimistic view of cognitive
psychology. From this view, we must expect that few theories or
distinctions will be validated without recourse to neuropsycho-
logical data. We do not share this pessimistic view and make two
counterarguments. First, Hopfield (1984) points out that it is
impossible to understand the function of a computer chip through
knowledge of its circuitry, and argues by analogy that it would
be impossible to understand the processing of higher mental
functions through knowledge of physiology. We think that trying
to understand the mind by using neuropsychological data alone
would be like trying to understand the programs running on a
large time-sharing computer by using a sledge hammer to create
lesions. It may be that the conjunction of neuropsychological
data with cognitive techniques will give some useful information,
but the sledge hammer analogy suggests that the application of
this information to normal cognitive processing, though poten-
tially fruitful, will be limited in scope. Second, we reiterate that
neuropsychological data are interpreted with respect to behavioral
theories. For example, the same kinds of data from the same
kinds of amnesic patients that were once interpreted in terms
of short- and long-term memories were later interpreted in terms
of levels of processing, cue-dependent retrieval, and episodic and
semantic memories, and most recently have been interpreted in
terms of procedural and declarative memories (cf. Crowder,
1982), though throughout this transition, advances in under-
standing have been made. This is not to say that tomorrow new
neuropsychological data will not help resolve theoretical issues
in cognitive psychology, but so far, the direction of major impact
has been from cognitive psychology toward neuropsychology
rather than the reverse.

Tulving (1986) is especially pessimistic about the use of re-
action time measures; he casts doubt on the importance of
"complex reaction time experiments." As a specific example, he
cites the sensitivity of some outcomes in priming experiments
to minor variations in procedure (Neely & Durgunoglu, 1985).
But, contrary to the impression given by Tulving (1986), it is
possible to generalize over the variations in a way relevant to the
episodic/semantic distinction: Whenever episodic priming is ob-
tained at short stimulus onset asynchronies, then so is semantic
priming (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1986). We also disagree with Tulv-
ing's dismissal of reaction time experiments because they require
complex interpretations and wonder whether fragment comple-
tion experiments (Tulving, Schacter, & Stark, 1982), in which
subjects engage in slow, time-consuming, strategic, inferential
processing, are any less complex. Finally, we point to the success
of at least one class of reaction time model, the random walk
models, in its ability to encompass a wide range of tasks and
results (cf. Laming, 1968; Link, 1975; Luce, in press; Ratcliff,
1978, 1981, 1985).

To close, we must agree with earlier sentiments expressed by
Tulving in collaboration with Bower (Tulving & Bower, 1974) in
their review of techniques used to discern representations of
memory traces, and we endorse a slightly modified version:

It is only in the context of a particular process model that inferences
can be meaningfully drawn from the experimental data. This re-
striction holds up regardless of what method is used. When we noted,
in discussing various methods, that the logic was not entirely clear,
the difficulty usually lay in the absence of a set of statements or
assumptions about the principles governing the utilization of the
stored information at the time of retrieval. The process models that
would help make sense out of the data on trace features [or memory
systems] need not be complex or highly sophisticated or "correct."
But they must enter the picture in some form. Even a bad process
model is better than none at all. It would help make clear the logic
of the method of specifying trace properties [or memory systems],
aid communication, and facilitate cross-comparisons of data obtained
with different methods. Moreover, it can be improved, revised, or
replaced with a better one. A nonexistent model cannot (pp. 296-
297)

Our modest contributions to this statement are the words in
brackets.
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